This list evolves constantly, as troops complete their service projects, and some of these tasks may have recently been completed. Please check with the Camp Caretaker for approval before commencing your project plan.

**Camp Caretaker:** Todd Wahl, (571) 722-9493  
**Property Manager:** Tammy Worcester, tworcester@gscnc.org

### Maintenance
- Adopt a trail and keep it trimmed and well marked.
- Adopt a lodge and keep it clean, polished, easy use ideas.
- Adopt a unit: clean, rake, stack wood, organize, etc.
- Carry and stack wood to each unit; gather kindling in the woods.
- Repair, clean and paint picnic tables.
- Wash windows.
- Adopt flowerbeds – clean, plant, mulch.
- Clean and organize storage areas behind picnic areas.
- Scrub washstands with bleach. (13)
- Clean off mud dobber nests on glen shelters
- Power washing Decks, Ramps, Buildings
- Scrub and Power wash Plastic Chairs in each lodge.
- Scrub and Power wash White Plastic Tables in each lodge
- Ensure that shovels rakes, brooms and dustpans at each unit.
- Help Open Pool and Shower House – last week of May
- Pick up sticks from grassy areas/units/trails/roadways and throw into woods.

### Building
- Build benches through out camp including along trails, using sample pattern/blueprint.
- Develop and mark interpretive nature trails w/ mileage markers
- Build walking bridges on trails over small creeks
- Build flag stands and purchase flag(s) for each lodge.
- Build shelves in cook shelters.
- Build wooden benches

### Miscellaneous
- Plant native plants and flowering trees along trails.
- Take photos of camp and send to GSCNC Camping Department for virtual tour.
- Paint murals for overtop fireplaces in lodges.
- Create Nature Programs – like find the biggest and oldest trees on camps, etc.
- Maintain letterboxes for Camping Department
- Create and Maintain signs by Fishing Shed and Eco Lab.
- Maintain informational display boards at Priscilla’s Trail head.